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C500

Coin Counter/Off-Sorter

Giant Features in a
Compact Counter
The Cassida C500 combines the features most demanded in a
coin counter into one tough, compact, and portable machine. One
of the smallest and fastest compact coin counters on the market,
it’s the perfect choice for any application where durability,
portability, and small storage and operating footprints are
required.

 Fast, Accurate, and Reliable

The C500 accurately counts and bags multiple denominations from its 4,000-coin
hopper at over 2,000 coins per minute.

Sturdy & Reliable

 Off-Sorting, Adding and Batching

The C500 includes all the counting modes you would expect to find on larger
machines, plus a memory function. Off-sorting feature, available in all modes, allows
counting of one denomination while sorting out all other coins.

 Works with Foreign Coins or Tokens

An easy-to-use coin dimension adjustment allows the C500 to work with just about any
tokens or coins, including Canadian and Mexican.

 Optional DC to AC Power Inverter

The optional car adapter is the perfect accessory when workspace and access to AC
outlets is limited.

Compact & Portable

Product Specs
Size:

Counting Specs

Operating Modes

8.9” W x 15” D x 7.3”
H (226mm x 381mm x
185mm)

Counting speed:

over 2000 coins/min

Coin hopper
capacity:

up to 4000 coins (dimes)

Weight:

16.5 lbs (7.5 kg)

Power Input:

110 VAC 60Hz

Countable coin
thickness:

0.04” - 0.13” (1.01mm 3.3mm )

Power
Consumption:

60W

Countable coin
diameter:

0.55” - 1.33” (13.97mm
x 33.78mm)

Warranty:

1 year full parts and
labor warranty

Countable coins/
tokens:

all US, Canadian, and
Mexican coins and most
tokens
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Count:

simple count; auto-stop;
memory function

Batch:

programmable batch
sizes from 20-9999

Add:

adds up all counts; autostop; memory function

Off-Sort:

available in all counting
modes
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